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SYMPOSIUM ARTICLES
THE THREAT OF INDEPENDENT POLITICAL
SPENDING TO DEMOCRATIC LIFE—
AND A PLAN TO STOP IT ........................................................................................ Bruce Ledewitz
DOES CENTRALIZED PRIVATE POWER
CORRODE THE RULE OF LAW? ............................................................................ James G. Wilson
ARTICLES
BEYOND BABEL: ACHIEVING THE PROMISE OF
OUR AMERICAN CONSTITUTION ................................................................................ André LeDuc
THE ROOTS OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES AT COMMON
LAW: A LONGER HISTORY .................................................................................. Jason Taliadoros
HILLENMEYER, “CONVENIENCE OF THE
EMPLOYER,” AND THE TAXATION OF
NONRESIDENTS’ INCOMES .............................................................................. Edward A. Zelinsky
THE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCE TO LEGALIZING
MARIJUANA USE: THE BANKING
CONUNDRUM ............................................................................................ Florence Shu-Acquaye
NOTES
OHIO IS JONESING FOR AUTOMATIC LICENSE
PLATE READERS: WHY THIS MAY VIOLATE
YOUR FOURTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS AND WHAT
THE OHIO LEGISLATURE SHOULD DO ABOUT IT ................................................ Michael E. Fisher
THE UK SHOULD LEAD—NOT FOLLOW—IN
DEVELOPING CONTEXTUAL REGULATIONS TO
MAXIMIZE THEIR BENEFIT IN THE NEW SPACE RACE .............................................. Daniel Copfer
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